2015 AERA Presentations and Sessions

- Adefope, Olufunke:
  - Session: Research in Mathematics Education SIG Poster Session
  - Poster: Delving Into the Pieces: Drawing Connections Between Different Domains of Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching
    - Sheraton, Fourth Level, Chicago VI&VII
    - Friday April 17, 4:04 TO 5:35
- Akcaoglu, Mete:
  - Paper: The Substitution-Augmentation-Modification-Redefinition Framework for Technology Integration: Challenges to its Use for Guiding K-12 Teachers’ Pedagogy and Practice
  - Roundtable Session: Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning SIG Roundtable 6: Models and Framework of Technology as a Change Agent
    - Hyatt, East Tower- Gold Level, Crystal BC
    - Monday April 20th 8:15-9:45
- Beck, Scott A
  - Session: Immigration
  - Paper: Migrant Students Scaffolding Their Stories: From Critiquing Socioculturally Relevant Mentor Texts to Publishing Collaborative Narratives
    - Swissotel, Event Centre Second Level Montreux 3
    - Saturday April 18 10:35 to 12:05 pm
- Bodur, Yasar:
  - Roundtable Session: Community-informed Approaches to Teacher Education Roundtable
  - Paper: Tracking Teacher Education Candidates’ Field Placements in Diverse Schools Roundtable
    - Hyatt, East Tower- Purple Level, Riverside East
    - Thursday April 16 12:00 PM to 1:30 PM
- Brkich, Katie:
  - Session: Critical Race Theory and Critical Pedagogy in Science Education- Chair
- **Session:** In Service Professional Development
  - **Paper:** A Naturalistic Inquiry of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Conference Impact on University Faculty Practices
    - Hyatt, East Tower- Purple Level, Riverside East
    - Friday April 17th, 8:15 to 9:45 AM
- Brown, Stacey Tucker
  - **Symposium:** Creating Spaces to Transform Social Justice Dissertation Research Into Teaching Practice
  - **Paper:** Making Noise for Solitude: Transformational Interruptions of Space for Social Justice
    - Hyatt, West Tower- Gold Level, New Orleans
    - Saturday April 18 8:15 to 9:45
- Fitzner, Jennifer
  - **Session:** Disrupting Liberal Rhetoric in a Neoliberal World
  - **Paper:** Back to the Dark Ages: Neoliberalism and the Decline of Labor and Education
    - Sheraton, Second Level, Ontario
    - Friday April 17 8:15 to 10:15
- Gutierrez, Antonio P
  - **Session:** Topics in Cognition
  - **Paper:** Evidence for Distinct Accuracy and Error Factors in Metacognitive Monitoring
    - Hyatt, East Tower- Purple Level, Riverside West
    - Saturday April 18 10:35-12:05
- He, Ming Fang
  - **Session:** Research in Reading and Literacy SIG Business Meeting
  - **Paper:** Panel Presentations on International Perspectives on Reading and Literacy
    - Sheraton, Ballroom Level Sheraton I
    - Sunday April 19th 6:15 to 8:15 PM
  - **Symposium:** Advocacy and Activism in Curriculum Studies: Reconceptualizing the Field – Discussant/Chair
- Hilpert, Jonathan
  - **Session:** STEM Education in the Postsecondary and University Classroom
  - **Paper:** Electrons Certainly Follow Laws: Integrating Complexity Thinking with How Learners View Knowledge
    - Marriott, Fourth Level Addison
    - Monday April 20th 8:15 to 9:45 AM
- Hodges, Charles Brent
  - **Session:** Meet Journal Editors: Journal Talks 4
  - **Paper:** TechTrends
    - Hyatt East Tower- Purple Level, Riverside East
    - Saturday April 18, 2:45-4:15
- Jupp, James C
Session: Locating Whiteness: Examining Power, Privilege and Supremacy  
**Paper:** New Research in Critical White Studies: Documenting Second-Wave Critical White Studies and It’s Potentials  
- Hyatt East Tower- Purple Level  
- Friday April 17 10:35 to 12:05

Session: Innovative Approaches to Challenges in Teacher Education  
**Paper:** New Race-Evasive Research on White Teacher Identities: New Approaches, Conceptual Refinements, and Paradoxes  
- Sheraton Fourth Level Chicago VI & VII  
- Friday April 17 2:15-3:45

Symposium: Pre service and Professional Teachers Working Across Differences: New Documentarian Research on Cultural Competence IN-Action  
**Paper:** Literature on New Documentarian Research on Cultural Competence- In Action  
- Marriott, Sixth Level, Minnesota  
- Saturday April 18 8:15 to 9:45

Symposium: Advancing Testimonio in Curriculum Theory: Hispanophone-Subaltern-Indigenous Cultural Traditions in International Contexts  
**Paper:** A Synoptic Rendering of the Testimonio Genre  
- Marriott Seventh Level Grand Salon I  
- Saturday April 18th 10:35 to 12:05

Session: Curriculum and Cultural Studies: Past, Present and Future  
- Hyatt East Tower- Purple Level Riverside West  
- Saturday April 18 2:45 to 4:15

Symposium: Common Core and Legacies of Race/Poverty: Contesting the Promising but Complicated Premise of Comparable Education  
**Paper:** White Masculinities in Common? A Gendered Archaeology of School Reforms  
- Hyatt, West Tower Green Level Crystal B  
- Sunday April 19th 12:25 to 1:55

- Koballa, Thomas  
  **Session**: In Service Professional Development  
  **Paper**: A Naturalistic Inquiry of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Conference Impact on University Faculty Practices  
  - Hyatt, East Tower- Purple Level, Riverside East  
  - Friday April 17th, 8:15 to 9:45 AM

- Lake, Robert Lewis  
  **Symposium**: Reading the World and the Word Through Album Covers: Spinning Popular Culture as Public Pedagogy  
  **Paper**: With a Little Help From My (Mostly White) Friends: Searching for Invisible Members of Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band  
  - Hyatt, West Tower- Silver Level
- **Sunday April 19 2:15 to 3:45**
  - **Leckie, Alisa Gay**
    - **Session:** Innovative Approaches to Challenges in Teacher Education
    - **Paper:** New Race-Evasive Research on White Teacher Identities: New Approaches, Conceptual Refinements and Paradoxes
      - Sheraton, Fourth Level, Chicago VI&VII
      - Friday April 17 2:15 to 3:45
    - **Symposium:** Pre service and Professional Teachers Working Across Difference: New Documentarian Research on Cultural Competence In-Action
    - **Paper:** Contradictions in Cultural Competence and Sociopolitical Critique
      - Marriott, Sixth Level, Minnesota
      - Saturday April 18 8:15 to 9:45 AM

- **Maudlin, Julie Garlen**
  - **Symposium:** Feeling Disney: Pedagogies of Affect
  - **Paper:** Disney and Disavowal: Escaping from Tomorrow
    - Hyatt West Tower – Gold Level San Francisco
    - Thursday April 16, 2:15-3:45
  - **Disney Curriculum:** Pedagogies of Being and Buying- Chair
  - **Paper:** Understanding the Disney Curriculum
    - Sheraton Ballroom Level Sheraton IV
    - Saturday April 18th, 8:15-9:45 AM
  - **Critical Issues in Curriculum and Cultural Studies SIC Business Meeting- Chair**

- **McCullough, Dana Compton**
  - **Symposium:** Creating Spaces to Transform Social Justice Dissertation Research Into Teaching Practices
  - **Paper:** Spaces of Transformation: Connections to Inform and Transform Students and Society with Social Justice
    - Hyatt, West Tower-Gold Level New Orleans
    - Saturday April 18th 8:15 to 9:45 AM

- **Reynolds, William M**
  - **Roundtable 13:** Critical Aesthetics, Critical Autoethnography, and Researching Self: Critical Areas of Research- Chair
  - **Symposium:** Critical Examining and Reinvigorating Critical Pedagogy Through a Self-Reflective Symposium of Leading Critical Pedagogues
  - **Paper:** Critical Pedagogy with Practical Hope
    - Sheraton, Ballroom Level, Sheraton I
    - Saturday April 18 8:15-10:15 AM
  - **Symposium:** Reading the World and Word through Album Covers: Spinning Popular Culture as Public Pedagogy
  - **Paper:** Daylight Again: Déjà vu- The personal is Pedagogical, Political and Revolutionary
    - Hyatt, West Tower- Silver Level, Homer
- Sunday April 19 2:15-3:45 PM
  - Ross, Sabrina N
    - Symposium: Creating Spaces to Transform Social Justice Dissertation Research into Teaching Practice-Chair
    - Poster Session: Motivation in Social and Cultural Contexts
    - Poster: Examining the Emotional Charged Classroom Environment
      - Sheraton, Fourth Level, Chicago VI&VII
      - Saturday April 18 2:45-4:15PM
- Smith, Chelda
  - Session: Coloring the Field: Examining the Experiences of Latino and African American Educators
  - Paper: Culturally Relevant Pedagogy in Multicultural Teacher Education: A Paradoxical Objective
    - Marriott, Fifth Level Los Angeles/Miami
    - Friday April 17 2:15 to 3:45
- Stevenson, Alma
  - Session: Immigration
  - Paper: Migrant Students Scaffolding Their Stories: From Critiquing Socioculturally Relevant Mentor Texts to Publishing Collaborative Narratives
    - Swissotel, Event Centre Second Level Montreux 3
    - Saturday April 18 10:35 to 12:05 pm
- Sun, Jing
  - Session/Paper: Contemporary Chinese Urban Youth Culture: A Multiperspectival Cultural Studies Analysis of Three Culture Artifacts
    - Sheraton, Fourth Level, Chicago VI&VII
    - Thursday April 16 2:15 to 3:45
- Unal, Aslihan
  - Session: Community Informed Approaches to Teacher Education
  - Paper: Tracking Teacher Education Candidates’ Field Placements in Diverse Schools
    - Hyatt, East Tower- Purple Level, Riverside East
    - Thursday April 16 12:00 to 1:30 PM
- Waddell, Anna Grace
  - Symposium: Creating Spaces to Transform Social Justice Dissertation Research into Teaching Practice
  - Paper: Seeking Identity Within Predetermination: Autobiography and Study of Place
    - Hyatt, West Tower- Gold Level, New Orleans
    - Saturday April 18 8:15 to 9:45 AM
- Wall, Amanda
  - Session: Beliefs and Contexts of Pre service Teacher’s Identities
  - Paper: Pre service Teachers’ Beginning Thoughts About Motivation
    - Hyatt, East Tower- Purple Level, Riverside East
• Warner, Julie
  o **Session: Technology as an Agent of Change in Teaching and Learning SIG Roundtable 4:**
    - Technology as a tool to support literacy - **Chair**
  o **Session: Policy and Power in Rural Schools - Chair**
  o **Session: Cognitive and Affective Factors**
  o **Paper: Towards Spatial Justice: Rural Youth Accessing the Internet with Mobile Phones**
    o Sheraton, Fourth Level, Chicago VI&VII
    o Monday April 20 8:15 to 9:45
  o **Session Strategic Approaches to Literacy Development -Discussant**
    o Sheraton, Second Level, Arkansas
    o Monday April 20 2:15 to 3:45

• Weaver, John A
  o **Symposium: Research Methodologies and Attunement to the More-Than-Human World**
  o **Paper: Can Posthumanism Embrace Research Methodologies?**
    o **Hyatt, East Tower:** Green Level Plaza A
    o Saturday April 18 2:45 to 4:15

• Williams-Johnson, Meca
  o **Paper: Motivation in Social and Cultural Contexts**
    o Sheraton, Fourth Level, Chicago VI&VII
    o Saturday April 18 2:45-4:15PM
  o **Paper: Using Multiple and Mixed Methods to Investigate Emotions in Educational Contexts**
    o Sheraton, Ballroom Level, Sheraton I
    o Monday April 20 8:15-9:45 AM

• Zinski, Cordelia
  o **Strategies for Teaching Educational Research - Chair**